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Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50.73(a)(2)(v)(D). The licensee shall .

report any event or condition thad alone could have prevented the fulfillment,

| of the safety function of structu es or systems that are needed to mitigate
i the consequences of an accident. "
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ABSTRACI

On December 13, 1990, at 2025 hours. Unit One was in the ShJtdown hode at 0 percent
of rated core thermal power with all fuel removed from the core. At this time two
contract laborers were in the 1A Core Spray pump room to clean up water on the
floor. One of the contractors partially dirlodged a plug in the floor drain for

-the 1A Core Spray pump room. This plug had been placed in the floor drain
because, the check valves that were to keep water from the torus area from backing'

up into the 1A Core Spray room leaked.

The cause of this event is personnel error.

The laborer was given a written warning and station personnel were made aware of
Station policy for temporary alterations. Minor Design Change PO4-1(2)-90-152 was
installed to replace the floor drain check valves.

This event is being reported in accordance with 10CFR50.73 (a)(2)(v)(D).
.
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EL6M_AND_SHIDL1DEMIEICAILQL

General Electric - Boiling Water Reactor - 2511 MWt rated core thermal power.

EERT_IDINIlflCM10N1 1A Core Spray Room Floor Drain P'ug Removed.

A. CONDJILONS PRIOR 10_Ey[N11

Unit: One Event Date: November 20, 1990 Event Time: 1715
Reactor Mode: 1 Mode Name: SHUTDOWN Power Level: 00%

This report was initiated by Deviation Report D-4-01-90-129.

SHUTDOWN (1) - In this position, a reactor scram is initiated, power to the control
rod drives is removed, and the reactor protection trip syst. ems have been
deenergized for 10 seconds prior to permissive for manual reset.

B. .DISERLPilO!LO.E_EERI:

On December 13, 1990, at 2025 hours, Unit One was in the SiluTDOWN MODE at 0 percent "

of rated core thermal power witn all fuel removed from the core. Two contractor
I laborers were sent by their foreman to the 1A Core Spray room specifically to deal

with some water standing on the floor. This room contains the 1A Core Spray [BM)
pump and the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) pump. One laborer was
experienced at Quad Cities Station whereas the other was not. Upon seeing the
quantity of water, the experienced laborer went to a phone to call his foreman to
locate an ope ator to see if the plug could be removed for clean up. While the
more experienced contractor was using the phone, the less experienced laborer, not
fully understanding the concept of the floor drain plugs, poked around in the water

_

at the floor drain with his mop handle thinking that there must be a blockage in
the drain. Due to the amount of water, he could not see the plug. The plastic tag
prohibiting removal of the plug was apparently loose under the water. He partially
dislodged the plug, causing some drainage. The two laborers were still waiting for
their foreman to locate an operator when an Operating Shift foreman (SF) toured the
area performitig the routine check of the floor drain plugs. The SF found that the
plug was not properly installed in the drain and that the block tag was not
attached to the plug. The plug was verified properly installed by an operator
previously that day at 1615 hours. The SF approached two contractors that were
cleaning the room at that time. The SF advised the two contractors to stop and
talk to the Shift Engineer (SE). The SF attempted to reinstall the plug, but was
unable to do so because the seal [ SEAL] on the plug was not seating properly. The
SF called and requested a new plug be brought to the room. The block tag was found
nearby and re-attached to the plug. The SF remained in the area until the plug was
properly installed at 2100 hours.

On January 24, 1992, the station received a severity level IV violation for falling
to report two events for the RCIC system under the appropriate 10CFR50.73
criteria. In the response to that violation the station reviewed the 1990 and 1991
Deviation Reports that occurred while the unit was shutdown.
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It was determined during that review that this event was reportable under
10CFR50.73 (a)(2)(v)(D). This report is being submitted to fulfill this
requirement.

C. APPARENLGUSE OF EVENT:

This report is submitted in accordance with the requirements of the Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 10, Part 50.73(a)(2)(v)(D). The licensee shall report any event
or condition that alone could have prevented the fulfillment of the safety function
of structures or systems that are needed to mitigate the consequences of an
accident.

This event was caused by personnel error due to unauthorized removal of a Temp
Alt. Procedural deficiency may have been a contributing cause in this event, due
to the fact the tag was loose and was not seen submerged in several inches of dirty
water. Inadequate training may have also been a contributing cause since the
inexperienced contract laborer did not fully understand the concept of the floor
drain plugs.

D. SAFETY AJAllSIS_QLl\'QITl

The safety of the plant and personnel was not affected during this event. Unit one
was shutdown at this time and all fuel had been removed from the vessel. Per
Technical Specification 3.5.E if RCIC is found to be inoperable when the reactor
is in the RUN mode, continued reactor operation is permissible only during the
succeeding 14 days unless such system is sooner made operable, provided that during
such 14 days the HPCI system is operable.

Per Technical Specification 3.5.A, if one of the core subsystems is made or found
to be inoperable for any reason, continued reactor operation is permissible only -

during the succeeding 7 days unless such subsystem is sooner made operable,
provided that during such 7 days all active components of the other core spray
subsystem and the LPCI mode of the RHR system and the diesel generators required
for operation of such components if no external source of power were available
shall be operable.

Had this event occurred while the unit was at power the lA Core Spray pump and RCIC
pump would have been inoperable for less than 35 minutes.

E. CQRRECTIVE ACTIONS:

The immed'. ate corrective action for this event was for the SF to stay in the area
and ensure reinstallation of the floor drain plug. The SF confronted the personnel
in the area and directed them to discuss the matter with the Shift Engineer.

The laborer who dislodged the plug was given a written warning for performing
taauthorized work. The subject of floor drain plugs has been discussed with all
contractor laborers. A Station Manager's Letter to all station and contractor
personnel has been written and distributed to make all personnel aware of station
policy and procedures regarding removal of Temp Alts, and specifically the
U mporary plugs located in the Reactor Building Basement Corne- Room floor drains. |
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The Training Department has reviewed the adequacy of the New General Employee
Training (NGET) and Annual Retraining lesson plans to verify adequate instruction
is given to contractor and station personnel on Temp Alts. This review resulted in
training on this event being included in the station Nuclear General Employee
Training (N-GET) handbook.

Procedure QAP 300-12 was reviewed to ensure that identification tags are adequate
for eituations that require multiple blocks and jumpers. QAP 300-12 was also
reviewed to ensure that the Temporary Alteration tags placed on floor drain plugs
have a wire of adequate length (or other adequate means exists) that the tag can be _.

read in the event the plug is submerged in a few inches of dirty water. This
procedure was revised in August 1991 and includes the recommendations of this
review.

Minor Design Change (MDC) PO4-1(2)-90-152 was installed to replace the floor drain
check valves with a float actuated shutoff valve. Installation of this MDC
permitted the removal of the floor drain plugs and termination of Temp Alt 90-1-57.

F. PREylOUS EVENTS;

There has been one previous event of a floor drain plug having been removed without
proper authorization. DVR 4-2-86-7 was written on 12/26/86 when it was found that
the drain plug in the Unit 2 MSIV room floor drain had been removed, thus creating
a breach of secondary containment.

G. COM1_QNENT FAILURE _DAIA;

There was no component failure associated with this event.
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